CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU

Afterburner Seminars
Georgia/California

Fee Range: $15,001 - $20,000

Business, like combat, can be a danger zone. Success depends on
how well all members of a team execute their individual missions
every single day. Many corporations excel at planning ‐ but when it
comes to execution, they fail. Thatʹs where Afterburner Seminars
comes in. For more than a decade, Afterburner Seminars have led
the worldʹs top corporations to breakthrough performance through
the use of the Flawless Execution Model utilized by fighter pilots of the highest discipline.
This squadron of speakers soared onto the scene in a big way, with offices in the United States, Canada, the
United Kingdom, Australia and India. Their client roster runs the gamut from IBM and Marriott to General
Motors. By relating the corporate culture to the sometimes unfriendly skies, the Afterburner Seminars apply
real‐world situations to impart their message. Regardless of market, business model or industry, Afterburner
Seminars have transformed businesses into highly competitive fighting forces to be reckoned with.
The Afterburner Seminars, founded by ace fighter pilot Jim Murphy, provide a one‐of‐a‐kind, interactive,
high‐energy experience that is custom‐tailored to inspire leadership, integrated teamwork and the quick,
flexible thinking essential to fighter pilots and business managers alike. Audiences learn to think on their feet,
react to change, set a strategic plan, execute it and then debrief, all while learning such valuable skills as
teambuilding, leadership, peak performance and experiential learning.
The 50 men and women who make up Afterburners Seminars have been on the Inc. 500 list of fastest growing
companies, CNN, CNBC, The Wall Street Journal and Business Week. They have provided leadership
development and team building skills for more than 100 of the Fortune 500 companies. Afterburner Seminars
are presented by a squadron of speakers whose message is mighty. Their specialty is giving companies the
know‐how and the tools to fly above the rest.
Most Requested Programs...
Keynotes:
• Plan.Brief.Execute.Debrief = Win: A Fighter Pilotʹs Secret to Business Success
•

Leading Flawless Execution from the Top (with Jim Murphy)

•

Flawless Sales Execution

Team-Building Programs:
•

Afterburner Day

•

Leaning Forward

•

Mach 2
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